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Summary 

Among other things, the non-linear approach to (dynamical) systems is one of the most fascinating and 

promising research issues in theoretical physics at present. For one thing, it brings the subtle influences that 

produce emergent patterns/behavior of a system into the scene; and for the second, it reveals the universal 

(‘invariant’) nature of the system both at any degree of magnification on all (‘fractal’) worlds, and at any level of 

complexity. 

Hence, by virtue of the ‘universality of chaos’ (or ‘systems nesting’), one can begin with the simplest system – 

the pendulum or mass-spring (molecule) system – and extend this knowledge with increasing complexity 

(through the organismic self as another system), all the way towards this (dynamic) universe. In so doing, one 

finds that the Universe itself is ‘open’ and Autopoietic (Gk. ‘self-making’) system [alive?] creating a web of self-

similar network of sub-systems throughout, yet with no beginning and no end –  as if connected.  

In this seemingly hierarchical reality, one can find (as an ‘observer’) one's own natural place, eigenstate (with 

corresponding eigenfunction/duty), suitable far beyond what are commonly known as ‘bits-and-pieces’ or ‘what-

meets-the-eye’ can offer – Self-universalization!  Existing paradoxes and touching metaphoric expressions like 

‘Did God breath to the atoms that made Adam, or to Adam himself?’ are also resolvable from this point of view, 

endowed in higher dimensionalities. All other goodies related with visible/invisible systemic entities: like in 

engineering, medicine, biology, management, ecology, psychology … are only terrestrial applications of this 

dramatic unfolding – ‘added unto thee!’   

Based on these fashionable theories:  Chaos Theory (for the pendulum), Santiago Theory of Cognition in the 

[cybernetic] Body-Brain-Mind synthesis (for the self) and the ‘self-solving’ property of the universe, together 

with the introduction of a simple and convenient mathematical symbol, I would like to discuss the following 

developments in a very simple and self-evident way:  

1.     the emergence of explosive discoveries towards answering fundamental questions like:  

1.1.    how did complex structures evolve out of random collection of atoms?  

1.2.    what is evolution, consciousness?  

1.3.    what is the relationship between Body, Brain and Mind?  

1.4.    what is mysticism, transcendence, awareness of cognition, creativity, research, …?  

1.5.    how are things ordered to be the way they are, can one interfere with this ordering? 

2. the deep insight endowed in our pendulum-self-universe synthesis: the prevailing elevation of  

thought processes in the  self  towards the ultimate integrative (‘ecological’) trend; and 

3. the Matter-Mind interface as perceived and manifested through cultural traits and civilizations of 

antiquity – as the Ethiopian Tewahdo (Gz. ‘blending/synthesis’ of body-soul-spirit) which seems to be a 

general case of Santiago Theory, is a clear example I cannot resist mentioning here.  

 

NB: – In face of this urgency and the unheard-of crisis humanity is facing today, I thought paradigms of this 

sort [or any nature presumably down-to-earth, coherent and self-contained] be forwarded boldly and freely to the 

market for autonomous and uplifted interactions towards tangible progress – ‘global/universal consensus’. Owing 

to this fact, here is the oldest, resurrected and renewed Archetype of ancient Egyptian Era, and before, flavored 

with modern scientific thoughts and simplified mathematical rigor blazing somewhere from the ‘original land of 

humanity’ of the deepest ‘genetic pool’, the land of ‘Eve, mitochondria’. 
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